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Have One

Horse Power Outfit

Marseilles Tubular Steel Portable Elevator

JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY, LIMITED
WINNIPEG REGINA SASKATOON CALGARY EDMONTON LETHBRIDGE

Will Handle all Kinds 
of Small Grain 
Satisfactorily

l nloading grain by hand is hard, slow work. With a portable elevator twenty to thirty 
minutes van he saved in handling each load without losing or damaging the grain. Loss 
due to the scarcity of farm labor is prevented, and the grain is handled in the quickest and 
cheapest manner possible.

Why You Should use the Marseilles
It is the only TUBULAR STEEL KLKVATOR in the market. It 

i* the newest, simplest, and mont practical elevator built. Like 
every "John Deere" prod net, it is -The Leader" in it* line.

Construction
It i* made especially for handling wheat, flax or any mumII grain. 

The easing or tube in made of steel. In this easing are fitted round 
flights with the eonveyor chain through the rentre. These (lights lit 
smoothly into the casing. There is no grinding or crushing of the 
grain, increasing draft. The grain is elevated smoothly and easily.

Swivelled Spoilt
The discharge s|iout can lie moved about in whatever divert ion it is 

desired ^ to discharge the grain. It can he used through the door of a

Adjustable lend
Speed with which the grain is fed into the boat can lie controlled 

and regulated to conforms with the power of the engine and whatever 
>|liantity of grain desired elevated.

Horse or I ntflne Power
Any two horse power can lie used, the connection being made 

direct to the I toot shaft. Any standard gasoline engine can Ik- used 
and mounted on the elevator truck. To operate by engine a special 
connecting attachment is necessary and can be supplied with the neces
sary connections when desired.

Easily Handled
The angle of the elevator can he adjusted to suit delivery. For 

transportation purposes it can be lowered to horizontal position by 
merely turning a hand crank.

Do you get our Farm Paper "The 
Furrow"? We will send it to you

Harm labor is scan • and uncertain. 1 lie weather may prove on-
favorable and suspend operations. With a Marseilles 1'ortahlc Grain 
Elevator von will he independent of these emergencies. Your grain will

Oet Qurltty and Service.

mi he handled with the least expense in the shortest |K»ssihle time. Let us 
send you a booklet telling you all about the only s-teel elevator.

John Deere Dealeri give both.

You saw this advertisement in this magazine. Don't (orget to say so when writing.


